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Abstract

Combinatory Reduction Systems, or CRSs for short, were designed to combine the usual
rst-order format of term rewriting with the presence of bound variables as in pure -calculus
and various typed -calculi. Bound variables are also present in many other rewrite systems,
such as systems with simpli cation rules for proof normalization. The original idea of CRSs
is due to Aczel, who introduced a restricted class of CRSs and, under the assumption of
orthogonality, proved con uence. Orthogonality means that the rules are non-ambiguous (no
overlap leading to a critical pair) and left-linear (no global comparison of terms necessary).
We introduce the class of orthogonal CRSs, illustrated with many examples, discuss its
expressive power, and give an outline of a short proof of con uence. This proof is a direct
generalization of Aczel's original proof, which is close to the well-known con uence proof for
-calculus by Tait and Martin-Lof. There is a well-known connection between the parallel
reduction featuring in the latter proof, and the concept of `developments', and a classical
lemma in the theory of -calculus is that of `Finite Developments', a strong normalization
result. It turns out that the notion of `parallel reduction' used in Aczel's proof gives rise to
a generalized form of developments, which we call `superdevelopments' and on which we will
brie y comment.
We conclude with mentioning the results of a comparison of CRSs with the recently
proposed and strongly related format of higher-order rewriting: Nipkow's HRSs (Higherorder Rewrite Systems).
1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation: 68Q50
1991 CR Categories: F.4.1.1, F.3.3.3.
Key Words and Phrases: term rewriting systems, -calculus, higher-order rewriting, combinatory reduction systems, orthogonality, con uence, nite developments.
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1 Introduction
We start in a somewhat informal way with discussing various issues of term rewriting with
bound variables, or `higher-order rewriting' as it is often called nowadays. This is done in Sections 2{10. These sections intend to give a gentle introduction to CRSs, Combinatory Reduction
Systems. In Sections 11{12 we give the formal (and quite lengthy) de nition of CRSs. Section 13
contains an outline of a short con uence proof for orthogonal CRSs, and a brief discussion of
`superdevelopments'. Section 14 mentions related work, and compares CRSs with the Higherorder Rewrite Systems introduced by Nipkow. Section 15 concludes with a discussion of current
research issues for CRSs. An Appendix presents several `large' examples of orthogonal CRSs,
such as polymorphic second-order -calculus.

2 De nable extensions of -calculus
Although -calculus is able to de ne many data types such as natural numbers with arithmetic
operators, it is often more convenient to construct an extension of -calculus where such data
types are explicitly added. Thus one may consider e.g. -calculus plus Pairing, given by the
reduction or rewrite rules
(x:M )N ! M [x := N ]
left(pairMN ) ! M
right(pairMN ) ! N
The reduction system can be simulated in `pure' untyped -calculus by taking the following
terms: left := p:p(mn:m), right := p:p(mn:n), pair := mnz:zmn. This translation has
the property that left(pairMN )  M and right(pairMN )  N for all M and N , i.e. every step
in the original system is simulated by a nite reduction sequence in -calculus. We will call
an extension like this a (directly) de nable extension of -calculus. It seems a natural minimal
requirement for an extension to be de nable, that reduction can be simulated. Minimal but not
sucient. The encoding should not be too liberal. Consider for instance the reduction rule:
compareMM ! equal

Reduction according to this rule can be simulated in -calculus by taking: compare := xy:I
with I = x:x and equal := I . Then we have indeed compareMM  equal. However, we also
have compareMN  equal, for all M; N . This illustrates that a more sophisticated notion of
de nability has to be developed, which we will not attempt to do in the present paper. We
claim the translations presented in this paper to be not too liberal.

3 Proper extensions of -calculus
One might wonder whether every reduction system consisting of -calculus extended with term
rewriting rules is de nable in -calculus. The compare rule of the previous section is a typical example of a reduction system for which this is not the case (for a reasonable notion of
de nability) (cf. [Klo80]).
If we add the rule
pair(leftM )(rightM ) ! M
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to the pair rules the system is no longer a directly de nable one. Hence, this extension (called
-calculus with Surjective Pairing) is a proper extension of -calculus. This has been proved by
Barendregt [Bar74].
In both cases above the problem is the double occurrence of the meta-variable M in the
lefthand-side of a rule. Such a rule is called `not left-linear'.
An example of another kind, of a reduction system that cannot be de ned in -calculus
is obtained by adding the rules for parallel or:
or M true ! true
or true M ! true

Again, there is no -term or implementing these rules in the direct sense of above. Now the
problem is not non-left-linearity, but the inherent parallelism in the rules for or; and -calculus
has a sequential evaluation [Ber78].
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Here we are not concerned with a study of de nability in -calculus, an issue that has not
yet been explored extensively. For recent progress on this subject, see [BB92]. But the three
examples of the previous section show that it is worthwhile to study extensions of -calculus
with term rewriting rules. Let us indicate -calculus, with as only rule the one of -reduction,
by  and abbreviate a term rewriting system without bound variables as TRS. A combination
of -calculus and some TRS will be called a -TRS. They may be of two kinds: the ones where
 and the TRS have disjoint alphabets, in which case we denote by   R the extension of 
with the TRS R; and the ones where R contains just as  the application operator, in which
case we write  [ R. The three examples of extensions of -calculus above are of the latter kind
and illustrate the expressiveness of the class of -TRSs. We note that in recent years several
studies have appeared of extensions of various typed -calculi with ordinary term rewriting rules,
sometimes called `algebraic rewriting' [BT88, BTG89].

5 Meta-variables with arity
In the next section we will investigate the expressiveness of -TRSs. We will especially be
concerned with the study of rules with bound variables. In this section a notational device is
introduced for writing rules with binding structures in an easy way.
In informal discussions on -calculus one sometimes uses the sloppy but intuitively clear
and convenient notation for the -reduction rule: (x:M (x))N ! M (N ), instead of the usual
notation as above employing the explicit substitution operator [x := N ]. The sloppiness is in
the use of M (N ): on its own this notation doesn't make sense, only in the context of having
stated `let M be M (x)', as is done by writing (x:M (x))N , it makes sense to employ M (N ),
then meaning M [x := N ]. However, in the sequel we will give a perfectly rigorous semantics to
this up to now sloppy notation.
This leads us (after Aczel [Acz78]) to introduce metavariables with arity. E.g. M (x) is a
unary metavariable. Also, we will employ henceforth a special notation for metavariables: Zkn
where n denotes the arity, n  0, and k  0 is an enumerating index. For reading ease we
will however just write Z; Z 0; Z 00; : : : omitting the arity indication which is clear from the use
of these metavariables. For the variables intended to be bound by some `quanti er' (or rather,
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`quali er' as it quali es the intention of how the binding is used) like ; , or indeed 8; 9, we
write x; y; z; : : :. For example, -calculus with surjective pairing now takes the following more
pleasing form:
(x:Z (x))Z 0
left(pairZZ 0)
right(pairZZ 0)
pair(leftZ )(rightZ )

!
!
!
!

Z (Z 0)
Z
Z0
Z

A feature of this notation is that it allows to express a simple, but frequently occurring kind of
side-condition. For example, the -rule of -calculus is written as

x:Zx ! Z
Usually, stating the -rule, one adds the restriction: `provided x does not occur in Z '. However,
our formal de nition below of the kind of rules we are introducing, makes this super uous: an
instantiation of Z in x:Zx will by de nition not have free occurrences of x.
An example involving n-ary metavariables (`n-ary -reduction'):
(x1 : : : xn :Z (x1; : : : ; xn ))Z1 : : : Zn ! Z (Z1; : : : ; Zn )
Here is a pathological one, suggesting the ease of writing iterated substitutions:

xy:z:zZ (x)Z 0(y) ! Z (Z 0(Z (Z 0(z:z))))
Note that, like in the case of the -rule, an instance of Z (x) is not allowed to contain free
occurrences of y or of z and instances of Z 0(y) are not allowed to contain free x's or z's.

6 Extensions of -calculus with rules with bound variables
Besides extensions of -calculus there are various other examples of rewrite systems with bound
variables in which the feature of bound variables may be used in quite a di erent way. For
example:
x:M ! M [x := x:M ]
as in the operational semantics for recursively de ned concepts (e.g. in recursive procedures as
in [dB80] and in processes de ned by recursion [Mil84]). In the notation just introduced this
rule is written as:
x:Z (x) ! Z (x:Z (x))
This rule is de nable in pure -calculus by de ning x:Z (x) as YT (x:Z (x)), with YT =
(xf:f (xxf ))(xf:f (xxf )), Turing's xed point combinator. Indeed, we then have

x:Z (x) = YT (x:Z (x))
 Z (YT (x:Z (x)))
= Z (x:Z (x))
Par abus de langage, let us say that we have de ned  by YT . In the precise CRS format
below  is in fact de ned by BYT  where B is the composition combinator xyz:x(yz). Usually
instead of B the in x notation employing `' is used, rendering  as YT  .
4

Another example stems from proof theory. There one is concerned with proof normalization (cf. [Pra71, Gir87]):
P(LZ )(x:Z 0(x))(x:Z 00(x)) ! Z 0(Z )
P(RZ )(x:Z 0(x))(x:Z 00(x)) ! Z 00(Z )
These rules are easily de ned in  (e.g. by taking P = x:x, L = xyz:yx and R = xyz:zx).
Also the pathological rule xy:z:zZ (x)Z 0(y) ! Z (Z 0(Z (Z 0(z:z)))) can easily be de ned in .

7 De nable extensions of -TRSs
Consider the following reduction system with rules with bound variables.

xy:F (x; y; Z (x; y)) ! C
xy:F (Z (x; y); x; y) ! C
xy:F (y; Z (x; y); x) ! C
These -rules are immediately obtained, once we have at our disposal the TRS F with rewrite
rules:

F (A; B; Z ) ! C
F (Z; A; B ) ! C
F (B; Z; A) ! C
Then, putting G = z:zAB we have in   F the reduction G(xy:F (x; y; Z (x; y)))  C , and
similar for the other two rules for ; hence we can de ne as G.

8 Proper extensions of -TRSs
With -TRSs as reduction format at our disposal, one can ask whether every system involving
pattern matching and binding of variables can be written as a -TRS. This would mean that
all reduction sequences could be neatly separated into a -part ( -reduction) and a pattern
matching part ( rst order term rewriting as in a TRS). It would be interesting if this were
indeed the case. However, if binding structures for variables are used in another way than for
expressing a substitution mechanism, then we doubt they always can be expressed by means of
a -TRS. Two examples feeding this doubt are:

`x:Zx ! Z
x:xZ (x) ! Z ( )
where = (x:xx)(x:xx). As to the second rule (which is our preferred example since in
combination with the -rule of -calculus it is still orthogonal), the question is whether a term R exists such that

R(x:xZ (x))  Z ( )
5

We conjecture that such an R does not exist, also not when operators from a TRS (without
bound variables) may be used. The point is that Z (x) cannot be extracted from the application xZ (x), and trying to get rid of the pre xed x by some substitution, disturbs also Z (x)
irreversibly. See the proof idea below. Note that it would be easy to nd a R0 such that
R0 (x:xZ (x))  Z (I ) where I = x:x. The same holds with K = xy:x instead of I . Actually,
if we admit an extension with a TRS containing application, we can extract Z (x) from xZ (x),
namely by using an operator J with (in applicative notation) the rule J (Z1Z2) ! Z2; but the
extension would be inconsistent in the sense of making all terms interconvertible, as an easy
exercise in -calculus shows.
Proof Idea. Take Z (x) = n x = : : : x (n times ). Now suppose there exists an R
such that for all n we have R(x:x( n x))  Z ( ) = n+1 . This reduction must have the form

R(x:x(

n x))  (x:x( n x))S1 : : : S

k

n S1 )S2 : : : S

!S (
1

k

 n S1T1 : : : Tp S2 : : : Sk 

n

( +1)

This is only possible is p = 0, k = 1 and S1  , contradicting the fact that S1 must have a
head normal form. (It will require quite some work to make this argument rigorous, also due to
the allowed presence of TRS operators.)
Another example of a system with curious use of bound variables is

x:or(Z; x) ! Z
x:or(x; Z ) ! Z
As these examples illustrate, it seems very reasonable, if not necessary, to consider reduction systems more general than -TRSs. A format like this, combining term rewriting and binding structures for variables has been developed in [Klo80], generalizing an idea of Aczel [Acz78].
The resulting Combinatory Reduction Systems (CRSs for short) employ a notation of metavariables with arity. The following rules constitute an example of a CRS:
(x:Z (x))Z 0
left(pairZZ 0)
right(pairZZ 0)
x:Z (x)
0
P(LZ )(x:Z (x))(x:Z 00(x))
P(RZ )(x:Z 0(x))(x:Z 00(x))
xy:z:zZ (x)Z 0(y)
xy:F (x; y; Z (x; y))
xy:F (Z (x; y); x; y)
xy:F (y; Z (x; y); x)
x:xZ (x)
x:or(Z; x)
x:or(x; Z )

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Z (Z 0)
Z
Z0
Z (x:Z (x))
Z 0(Z )
Z 00(Z )
Z (Z 0(Z (Z 0(z:z))))
C
C
C
Z( )
Z
Z

A formal de nition of CRSs can be found in section 11.
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9 Orthogonality
We call a CRS orthogonal when its rewrite rules are independent of each other. More precisely:
suppose that R and S are redexes in M , such that R contains the redex S . Suppose R is in
fact an r-redex, where r is the name of a rewrite rule. Then we require, for orthogonality, that
contraction of S does not a ect the r-redex status of the subterm R0 resulting from R. How can
we guarantee this? By imposing the following two requirements:
(1) The CRS does not contain rules with a left-hand side in which some metavariable has multiple
occurrences; in other words, the rules must be left-linear.
(2) Whenever a redex R contains a subredex S , then S must be in fact be contained in one of
the instantiated metavariables of the rule according to which R is a redex. In other words,
the rules are non-overlapping.
As to (1), note that multiple occurrences of bound variables in a left-hand side of a rule
are allowed.

9.1 Examples

The CRS of the previous section is orthogonal.
The one rule system consisting of x:Zx ! Z is orthogonal. However,  -calculus, consisting
of the two rules
(x:Z (x))Z 0 ! Z (Z 0)

x:Zx ! Z

is overlapping and hence not orthogonal. The following underlined terms suggest the overlaps:
(x:Z (x))Z 0
The underlined part, not contained in a meta-variable, may be instantiated to an -redex.

x:Zx
The underlined part, not contained in a meta-variable, may be instantiated to a -redex.
The rules x:or(Z; x) ! Z and x:or(x; Z ) ! Z exhibit a curious phenomenon. They are
seemingly overlapping, namely by instantiating in both lefthand-sides Z to x. However, this is
not allowed; legitimate instantiation of Z has no free occurrences of x, because these occurrences
would be bound by x. This will be more clear after introducing CRSs formally, below. Here
we conclude that the rules for are, surprisingly, non-overlapping.
The rules xy:F (Z (x; y)) ! 0, xy:F (Z (y; x)) ! 1 are overlapping. Note that di erent
instantiations may be used to show the overlap.
The rules xy:F (x; Z (y)) ! 0, xy:F (y; Z (x)) ! 1 are orthogonal.
The rule xy:Z (x; y) ! 0 is self-overlapping.

10 Substructures
The -calculus is a `full' rewrite system since the inductive clauses describing the formation of
terms are not subject to any restriction. There are useful `substructures' of -calculus where
7
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infinite reduction

M

N
normal form
N-property for orthogonal TRSs

Figure 1
the term formation clauses do have some restrictions. A well-known example is the I-calculus,
where the abstraction clause reads: if M is a I-term, then x:M is a I-term provided x occurs
at least once freely in M . Another substructure of  is given by the set of strongly normalizing
terms (terms not admitting an in nite reduction); another by the set of weakly normalizing
terms (terms having a normal form). A fourth example is the set of terms which are simply
typable. All these substructures are closed under reduction; that is, when M is a term in the
domain of the substructure, then also all its reducts are. We will take this property as the
de ning property for a substructure. In the theory of typed -calculi it is known as the subject
reduction property. See also [Bar92, De nition 12.9].
Next to `full' CRSs, we now admit also all its substructures as CRSs. We will call CRSs
which are not full (which have restricted term formation), restricted CRSs.
Since we are almost exclusively interested in the `reduction theory' of CRSs (rather than
the equality theory, or convertibility theory), almost all propositions proved for full CRSs, also
hold for restricted CRSs. For instance, when a full CRS is con uent, all its sub-CRSs are also
con uent. The only property we know which is sensitive for the di erence between full and
restricted is the following:
Theorem 10.1 Let R be an orthogonal full CRS. Let M be a term in R, having a normal form

N , but also admitting an in nite reduction. Then N has an in nite expansion, i.e. an inverse
reduction.

(See Figure 1) For a proof, see [Klo80]. Obviously, this `N-property' does not hold in
general for restricted orthogonal CRSs, since the set of terms need not be closed under expansion
(inverse reduction).
Admitting also substructures as CRSs has an important consequence: the equivalence of
the so-called applicative notation and the functional notation for TRSs and CRSs, as follows.
In most of the examples above we employed the applicative style of notation which is wellknown from -calculus and Combinatory Logic. (Instead of `applicative' one also uses the word
`curried'.) In an applicative system there is one binary operation @, application and all other
operators are 0-ary, i.e. constants. The usual notation is to write (ts) instead of @(t; s), and one
adopts the well-known convention of `association to the left', to restore missing bracket pairs. In
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applicative systems
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Figure 2
general systems there may be operators of any arity. We will call general systems also `functional'
systems. So, clearly, the applicative systems form a subclass of the functional systems. Therefore
the question arises: is the functional notation more expressive than the applicative notation,
or in other words, is the class of functional systems essentially larger than that of applicative
systems? At some places in the literature this seems to be suggested. However, the answer is
negative, once we have the notion of subsystem (sub-CRS) available, as introduced above (and
more precisely below).
Example 10.2 Consider the functional TRS R:

A(x; 0) ! 0
A(x; S (y)) ! S (A(x; y))
de ning addition A in terms of 0 and successor S . The applicative version Rap of R is:
Ax0 ! 0
Ax(Sy) ! S (Axy)
where the usual applicative notation (as in CL, Combinatory Logic) is used. That is, Ax0 is
short for @(@(A; x); 0) where @ is application. Clearly, Rap is not isomorphic to R, as there are
`surplus' terms such as A0 or A000 or AAA that have no counterpart in R. But R is isomorphic
to a substructure of Rap, with terms that are inductively de ned by
- x; y; : : : ; 0 is a term,
- if t; s are terms then Ats is a term,
- if t is a term then St is a term.
It is clear that in general a functional system is isomorphic in this way with a restricted applicative system (see Figure 2). Thus, the styles of applicative and functional notations are
equivalent and equally expressive.

11 Formal de nition of a Combinatory Reduction System
11.1 Alphabet of a Combinatory Reduction System

A CRS is a pair consisting of an alphabet and a set of rewrite rules. In a CRS everything is built
from the symbols in its alphabet, but a distinction is made between metaterms and terms. The
9

left- and right-hand side of a rule are metaterms, and rules act upon terms. This distinction
is made in order to stress the point that a reduction rule acts as a scheme, so its left- and
right-hand side are not ordinary terms. For instance, in a term rewriting system, F (x) as a term
is something else than F (x) as the left-hand side of a reduction rule. In CRSs, metaterms occur
only as the left- or right-hand side of a reduction rule. They may contain metavariables that
indicate a position in a reduction rule where an arbitrary term can be substituted. Terms do not
contain metavariables, but may contain variables. Taking this point of view, x in F (x)-as-a-term
is a variable, and x in F (x)-as-a-left-or-right-hand-side is a metavariable. In CRS notation, the
former is written as F (x) and the latter as F (Z ).
The alphabet of a CRS consists of
(1) a set Var = fxnjn  0g of variables (also written as x; y; z; : : :);
(2) a set Mvar of metavariables fZnk jk; n  0g; here k is the arity of Znk ;
(3) a set of function symbols, each with a xed arity;
(4) a binary operator for abstraction, written as [ ] ;
(5) improper symbols `(', `)' and `,'.
The arities k of the metavariables Znk can always be read o from the metaterm in which they
occur - hence we will often suppress these superscripts. E.g. in (x:Z0(x))Z1 the Z0 is unary
and Z1 is 0-ary.

11.2 Term formation in a Combinatory Reduction System

Definition 11.1 The set MTerms of metaterms of a CRS with alphabet as in 11.1 is de ned
inductively as follows:
(1) variables are metaterms;
(2) if t is a metaterm, and x a variable, then [x]t is a metaterm, obtained by abstraction;
(3) if F is an n-ary function symbol (n  0) and t1; : : : ; tn are metaterms, then F (t1; : : : ; tn ) is
a metaterm;
(4) if t1; : : : ; tk (k  0) are metaterms, then Znk (t1; : : : ; tk ) is a metaterm (in particular the Zn0
are metaterms).
Note that metavariables Znk+1 with arity > 0 are not metaterms; they need arguments. Metaterms
without metavariables are terms. The set of terms is denoted as Terms.
Notation.

(1) An iterated abstraction metaterm [x1 ] : : : [xn?1 ][xn ]t is written as [x1 ; : : : ; xn ]t . For a unary
function symbol F we will often write Fx1 : : : xn :t instead of F ([x1; : : : ; xn ]t). For instance,
x:t abbreviates ([x]t).
(2) We will adopt the following conventions:
 All occurrences of abstractors [xi ] in a metaterm or term are di erent; e.g. ([x][x]:t) is
not legitimate, nor is ([x]:@(t; ([x]:t0 ))).
 Furthermore, terms di ering only by a renaming of bound variables are considered syntactically equal. (The notion of `bound' is as in -calculus: an occurrence of a variable x
is bound if it is in the scope of an abstractor [x]. It is free otherwise).
Definition 11.2 A (meta)term is closed if every variable occurrence is bound.

11.3 Rewrite rules of a Combinatory Reduction System

A rewrite (or reduction) rule in a CRS is a pair (s; t), written as s ! t, where s and t are
metaterms such that:
10

(1) s and t are closed metaterms;
(2) s has the form F (t1; : : : ; tn);
(3) the metavariables Znk that occur in t, also occur in s;
(4) the metavariables Znk in s occur only in the form Znk (x1 ; : : : ; xk ) where the xi (i = 1; : : : ; k)
are variables. Moreover, the xi are pairwise distinct.
If, moreover, no metavariable Znk occurs twice or more in s, the rewrite rule s ! t is called
left-linear.
Example 11.3 @(([x]Z (x)); Z 0)

! Z (Z 0) is the left-linear rule of -reduction in -calculus.

Application is here expressed by the binary function symbol @.

12 Extracting the reduction relation
It requires some subtlety to extract from the rewrite rules the actual rewrite relation that they
generate. First we de ne substitutes (we adopt this name from Kahrs [Kah91]).
Definition 12.1 Let t be a term.

(1) Let (x1 ; : : : ; xn) be an n-tuple of pairwise distinct variables. Then the expression (x1 ; : : : ; xn ):t
is an n-ary substitute. We use  as a `meta-lambda' to distinguish it from the one of calculus.
(2) The variables x1; : : : ; xn occurring in t are bound in the substitute (x1; : : : ; xn ):t. They
may be renamed in the usual way, provided no name clashes occur. Renamed versions of a
substitute are considered identical. The free variables in (x1 ; : : : ; xn ):t are the free variables
of t except x1 ; : : : ; xn .
(3) An n-ary substitute (x1; : : : ; xn ):t may be applied to an n-tuple (t1; : : : ; tn ) of terms from
the CRS, resulting in the following simultaneous substitution:
((x1; : : : ; xn ):t)(t1; : : : ; tn ) = t[x1 := t1; : : : ; xn := tn]
Definition 12.2 A valuation is a map  assigning to an n-ary metavariable Z an n-ary sub-

stitute:

(Z ) = (x1 ; : : : ; xn ):t

Valuations are extended to a homomorphism on metaterms as follows:
(1) (x) = x for x 2 V ar;
(2) ([x]t) = [x](t);
(3) (F (t1; : : : ; tn )) = F ((t1); : : : ; (tn))
(4) (Z (t1; : : : ; tn)) = (Z )((t1); : : : ; (tn ))
So if (Z ) = (x1; : : : ; xn ):t, then (Z (t1; : : : ; tn )) = t[x1 := (t1); : : : ; xn := (tn )].
We will now formulate some `safety conditions' for instantiating rewrite rules to actual
rewrite steps. Intuitively, we could summarize their description as follows: rename bound variables as much as possible, in order to avoid name clashes, i.e. free variables x being captured
unintentionally by abstractors [x].
Definition 12.3 (1) Let s

! t be a rewrite rule. A renaming of that rule (by renaming the

bound variables in s; t) will be called a variant of the rule.
(2) Let  be a valuation. Then a variant of  originates by renaming the bound variables in the
substitutes (Z ).
11

(3) Let s ! t be a rewrite rule and  a valuation. Then s ! t is called safe for , if for no Z in
s and t, the substitute (Z ) has a free variable x occurring in an abstraction [x] of s or t.
(4) Furthermore,  is called safe (with respect to itself) if there are no two substitutes (Z ) and
(Z 0) such that (Z ) contains a free variable x which appears also bound in (Z 0).
Note that for every rewrite rule s ! t and valuation  there are variants 0 and s0 ! t0
such that 0 is safe and s0 ! t0 is safe for 0. In the following we will suppose that all valuations
are safe with respect to themselves and with respect to the reduction rules to which they are
applied.
Example 12.4 The  -reduction rule variant x:Zx ! Z , or in full notation written as

([x]@(Z; x)) ! Z , is not safe for  with (Z ) = x. The variant y:Zy ! Z is safe for .
Definition 12.5 Let  be a fresh symbol. A term with one or more occurrences of  is called
a context. A context with n occurrences of  is written as C [: : :], and one with exactly one
occurrence of  as C [ ]. The result of replacing the n occurrences of  from left to right by
terms t1; : : : ; tn is written as C [t1; : : : ; tn ]. We call s a subterm of t if there exists a context C [ ]
such that t = C [s].
Definition 12.6 (1) Let s ! t be a rewrite rule version which is safe for the safe valuation  .
Then (s) ! (t) is called a rewrite or contraction. The term (s) is called a redex.
(2) Let (s) ! (t) be a rewrite, and C [ ] a context. Then C [(s)] ! C [(t)] is called a rewrite
step (or reduction step).
(3)  is the re exive-transitive closure of the one step rewrite relation ! on terms. If s  t
then we say that s reduces to t and t is called a reduct of s.

Remark. We need s ! t to be safe for  , to prevent variable capture when evaluating the
lefthand-side of the rule. We need  to be safe (with respect to itself) because otherwise
undesired variable captures take place in evaluating the right-hand sides of rules. E.g. consider
Z (Z 0) with  such that (Z ) = (y):(x:xy) and (Z 0) = x (so  is not safe). Then (Z (Z 0)) =
(Z )((Z 0)) = ((y):(x:xy))(x) = x:xx, with variable capture. Note that free variables in
the rewrite (s) ! (t) may be captured by the context C [ ] in which it is embedded to form a
rewrite step C [(s)] ! C [(t)]; but that is intended!
Example 12.7 In this example we write t instead of  (t). We reconstruct a step according to

the -reduction rule of -calculus (written in the usual, applicative, notation):
(x:Z (x))Z 0 ! Z (Z 0)

Let the valuation Z  = (u):yuu, Z 0 = ab be given. Then we have the reduction step:
((x:Z (x))Z 0) =
=
=
=

!

(x:Z (x) )Z 0
(x:Z  (x ))Z 0
(x:(u:yuu)(x))(ab)
(x:yxx)(ab)

(Z (Z 0)) =

Z  (Z 0 )
= (u:yuu)(ab)
= y(ab)(ab)
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Note that in the CRS format there is no need for explicitly requiring that some variables
are not allowed to occur in instances of metavariables. For instance, in F ([x]Z ), an instance of
Z is not allowed to contain free occurrences of x. In -calculus such a requirement cannot be
made in the system itself; it has to be stated in the meta-language, as is done for the -rule. In
this sense the CRS formalism is more expressive than that of -calculus.
This requirement discussed in 12.3.(3) is necessary: consider e.g. the rule x:xZ ! Z .
Suppose we would not require that Z cannot have free occurrences of x. Then x:xx ! x; but
that would mean that a closed term rewrites to an open term, i.e. free variables appear out
of the blue, which of course is disallowed. One may ask why this is not the case for the rule
x:xZ (x) ! Z (x); the answer is that this is not a legitimate rule because the right-hand side is
not a closed metaterm.
We will now give a more precise de nition of overlap and orthogonality.
Definition 12.8 Let R be a CRS containing rewrite rules fri = si ! ti j i 2 I g.

(1) R is non-overlapping if the following holds:
 Let the left-hand side si of ri be in fact si (Z1(x1 ); : : : ; Zm(xm)) where all metavariables
in si are displayed and xi is short for (xi1 ; : : : ; xi ) with ki the arity of Zi . Now if the
ri-redex (si (Z1(x1 ); : : : ; Zm (xm))) contains an rj -redex (i 6= j ), then this rj -redex must
be already contained in one of the (Zp(xp)).
 Likewise if the ri -redex properly contains an ri -redex.
(2) R is left-linear if all si are linear. A metaterm is linear if it does not contain multiple
occurrences of the same metavariable. (Example: x:xZ (x) is linear; xy:F (Z (x); Z (y)) is
not linear.)
(3) R is orthogonal if it is non-overlapping and left-linear.
ki

Actually, what we have de ned now are full CRSs, with unrestricted term formation. We
conclude this section with a more precise de nition of sub-CRSs.
Definition 12.9 (1) Let (R; !R ) be a CRS as de ned above. Let T be a subset of Terms(R),

which is closed under !R . Then (T; !R jT ), where !R jT is the restriction of !R to T , is
a substructure of (R; !R ).
(2) If (R; !R ) is orthogonal, so are its substructures.

13 Con uence proof a la Aczel and superdevelopments
In this section we will sketch a short proof of the fact that all orthogonal CRSs are con uent
and we will brie y discuss the notion of superdevelopment. For full proofs see [Raa93].

13.1 Con uence

The proof of con uence for orthogonal CRSs proceeds along the lines of the proof by Aczel
of con uence for orthogonal Contraction Schemes, which form a subclass of CRSs [Acz78].
The proof strategy in Aczel's proof is the same as in the proof of con uence of -calculus
with -reduction by Tait and Martin-Lof. In several other proofs this strategy is employed
[Nip93, Tak93]. The idea is roughly as follows. A relation  on terms is de ned such that its
transitive closure equals reduction. For this relation the diamond property is proved. A binary
relation . satis es the diamond property if whenever a . b and a . c, there exists a d such that
b . d and c . d. Having proved the diamond property for , con uence of the reduction relation
follows immediately.
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The method of Aczel's proof is the same as in the proof by Tait and Martin-Lof. The
di erence is due to the relation on terms that is de ned. If we write  for Aczel's relation and
7!1 for Tait and Martin-Lof's one, we have that 7!1 implies , but not necessarily vice versa.
For the proof of con uence for orthogonal CRSs, a relation like Aczel's one, denoted as , is
used.
Definition 13.1 The relation  on Terms is de ned as follows:

(1) x  x for every variable x,
(2) if s  t then [x]s  [x]t for every variable x,
(3) if s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn then F (s1; : : : ; sn )  F (t1; : : : ; tn ) for every n-ary function symbol F ,
(4) if s1  t1; : : : ; sn  tn and F (t1; : : : ; tn ) = ( ) for some reduction rule ! and valuation
, then F (s1; : : : ; sn )  ( ).
The rst three clauses of the de nition state that  is a re exive relation that is closed
under term formation. The fourth clause expresses that s  t if s reduces to t by a parallel
`inside-out' reduction, where redexes that are `created upwards' may be contracted. Note that
in this clause F (s1; : : : ; sn ) is not necessarily a redex. Here lies the di erence with the relation
7!1. Consider for example the following term rewriting system:

F (B ) ! C
A ! B
Then we have F (A)  C but not F (A) 7!1 C .
In general, the fourth clause can be depicted as follows:

F (sW1; : : : ; sWn )

j

j

@@DD

( ) = F (t1; : : : ; tn) ! ( )
The next proposition states that  is indeed a useful relation to prove the diamond
property for.
Proposition 13.2 The transitive closure of  equals reduction.

The crucial step in proving the diamond property for  is proving that  satis es a
property named `coherence'. This notion is originally introduced by Aczel [Acz78].
Definition 13.3 A binary relation . on Terms is said to be coherent with respect to reduction
if the following holds: if F (a1; : : : ; an ) = ( ) for some reduction rule ! and valuation
, and a1 . b1; : : : ; an . bn , then we have for some valuation  that F (b1; : : : ; bn ) =  ( ) with
( ) .  ( ).

Coherence can be depicted as follows:

F (a1; : : : ; an) ! a

5

5

5
!
F (b ; : : : ; bn )
b
1
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It is now a matter of routine to prove coherence of  with respect to reduction.
Lemma 13.4 The relation  is coherent with respect to reduction.
If coherence for the relation  has been established, the diamond property of  can be proved
by induction.
Theorem 13.5 The relation  satis es the diamond property.
Proof. Suppose a  b and a  c. By induction on the derivation of a  b it can be proved

that a d exists such that a  d and b  d. 

Con uence of orthogonal CRSs is now a direct consequence of this theorem.
Corollary 13.6 All orthogonal CRSs are con uent.

13.2 Superdevelopments

Besides the proof by Tait and Martin-Lof for con uence of -calculus with -reduction there
are other proofs, one of which proceeds by proving rst that all developments are nite. A
development is a reduction sequence in which only descendants of redexes that are present in
the initial term may be contracted. Redexes that are created along the way are not allowed to
be contracted. Both con uence proofs are related in the following way: M 7!1 N if and only if
a (complete) development M  N exists (see [Bar84]).
A natural question is now whether reduction sequences corresponding exactly to the relation  can be characterized, and if so, whether they are always nite. For the case of -calculus,
it turns out that reduction sequences corresponding to  can be characterized by a more liberal
notion of development, called a superdevelopment. This is done by de ning a set of labelled
-terms l and labelled -reduction ! on them. The di erence between developments and
superdevelopments in -calculus can be understood by considering the di erent ways in which
-redexes can be created. This has been studied by Levy [Lev75]. The following possibilities
are distinguished (written in the usual notation for -calculus):
(1) ((x:y:M )N )P ! (y:M [x := N ])P
(2) (x:x)(y:M )N ! (y:M )N
(3) (x:C [xM ])(y:N ) ! C 0[(y:N )M 0 ] where C 0 and M 0 stand for C respectively M in which
all free occurrences of x have been replaced by y:N .
In a development, no created redexes at all may be contracted. In a superdevelopment, created
redexes of the rst two kinds may be contracted. Note that, if we think of a -term as a tree
built from application- and -nodes, the redexes in the rst two cases are `created upwards'. In
the last case, on the other hand, the redex isn't created upwards, and may not be contracted in
a superdevelopment.
It is proved in [Raa93] that (complete) superdevelopments correspond exactly to the relation  and moreover that all superdevelopments are nite. The result that all superdevelopments
are nite illustrates that all in nite -reduction sequences in -calculus are due to the third way
of redex creation; indeed redex creation e.g. in the reduction sequence of (x:xx)(x:xx) happens in this way. The rst two kinds of creating redexes are `innocent' and may be contracted
in a superdevelopment.
We will now de ne the set of labelled -terms and labelled -reduction on them. Application nodes are written explicitly, but abstraction terms as usual. Lambda's will be labelled
by a label from a countably in nite set of labels I , and application nodes will be labelled by a
subset of I .
l
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Definition 13.7 The set l of labelled -terms is de ned as the smallest set such that
(1) x 2 l for every variable x,
(2) if M 2 l and i 2 I , then i x:M 2 l ,
(3) if M; N 2 l and X  I , then @X (M; N ) 2 l .

The reduction rule l on l is de ned as
@X (ix:Z (x); Z 0) ! Z (Z 0)
l

if i 2 X

Like usually in -calculus, we adopt the variable convention, i.e. all bound variables in a statement are supposed to be di erent from the free ones. Note that the set of labelled -terms with
labelled -reduction is in fact an orthogonal CRS.
The idea of a superdevelopment is that only -redexes are contracted if the application node
`knows' the  already. A bit more formally, if the  occurs in scope of the application node in
the initial term. Now l reduction is used to formalize this idea. An expression @X (ix:M; N )
is a l-redex if i 2 X . Reduction steps of a term that are allowed according to the notion of
superdevelopments we have in mind, are l-reduction steps if the term is labelled such that the
label of an application node contains no more than the labels of 's in its scope. We will call a
labelled -term good if it satis es this condition on the labels.
For example, @f2g(@f1g(1x:2y:xy; z); u) is a good term but @f1g(1x:@f2g (x; y); 2y:y)
isn't good.
All reducts of a good term are good, intuitively because l -reduction cannot push a 
outside the scope of an application node in which it occurred originally.
Now we can de ne superdevelopments. If M 2 l is a good term such that all 's occurring
in M have a di erent label, and M  N is a l-reduction then this reduction sequence is a
superdevelopment after erasing all labels.
The following results are proved in [Raa93].
l

Theorem 13.8 (Finite Superdevelopments) If a -term M is labelled such that all 's
have a di erent label then all its l -reductions are nite.
Theorem 13.9 M  N if and only if there exists a l -reduction sequence to l -normal form
M 0  N 0 such that M 0 , N 0 yield M , N after erasing labels.
l

14 Related Work
There have been several approaches to formulate a general framework for term rewriting including rst-order term rewriting and lambda calculi. Without attempting to give a complete
historical survey of such approaches, we mention some of the most noteworthy ones, referring
for a more elaborate discussion to [Klo80] or to the original references.
One of the rst extended formats consists of Hindley's (a)-reductions. They combine
-calculus with orthogonal TRSs, thus containing all orthogonal -TRSs. In fact they contain
more than -TRSs, since right-hand sides of rules may include -terms. They also contain
Church's -rules (see Example A1).
The fundamental idea leading to the present framework of CRSs was formulated by Aczel
[Acz78], who devised `contraction schemes'. They do not support arbitrary complex pattern
matching as in rst-order TRSs, but apart from that they introduce variable-binding as in the
present CRSs.
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HRSs

CRSs
simple HRSs

lazy simulation

Figure 3
Wolfram [Wol91] describes a general notion of higher-order rewriting. This is the starting
point for a recent formulation of higher-order rewriting that is given by Nipkow [Nip91] in his
Higher-Order Rewrite Systems (HRSs). The meta-language employed for HRSs is the simply
typed -calculus, facilitating the de nition of substitution. For a comparison of CRSs and HRSs,
see [OR93]. It turns out that both formats are roughly said co-extensive, and have the same
expressive power. This is a satisfactory state of a airs to us, since it hints at the possibility that
the formulation of CRSs and HRSs, in spite of the apparent di erences in their actual de nition,
has hit upon a rather canonical framework for higher-order rewriting. (This does not mean that
there are not several desirable extensions of the present CRS/HRS format; see our list of possible
extensions in Section 15.) In Figure 3 the relation between HRSs and CRSs is indicated. For a
large class of HRSs that we have called `simple HRSs', including -calculus and TRSs, we have
an exact correspondence between CRSs and HRSs, modulo notational di erences. That is, there
are direct translations between terms in CRS-format and in HRS-format that preserve one step
reduction, in both directions. The `surplus-HRSs' do not really add expressive power: they can
be simulated by CRSs, but less directly. Namely, one step in the CRS corresponds to one step in
the HRS, but one step in the HRS will correspond to several steps in the CRS. Roughly, there is
an analogy with the relation of -calculus to -calculus or -calculus with explicit substitution:
in the latter one -step is simulated by several steps (see [ACCL90]). Thus we can say that
CRSs have a more `explicit' substitution mechanism than HRSs. This can be considered both
as an advantage or a disadvantage, depending on one's point of view or needs. In the gure we
have referred to the more explicit (i.e. `slower') way of CRSs to evaluate substitutions as `lazy
simulation'.
The format of higher-order rewriting developed by [Kha90, Kha92] is equivalent to that
of CRSs but the set-up is closer to the one of -calculus and of rst-order logic.
Extensions of -calculus by means of conditions are studied in [Tak89, Tak93]. These
`conditional -calculi' comprise many CRSs; in personal communication we have learned that a
slight generalization of the conditions leads to the whole class of CRSs (in fact, even a somewhat
larger class).
In summary, there seems to be a convergence of several proposals for notions of higherorder rewriting.
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15 Concluding remarks and questions
We have presented the framework for higher-order rewriting as rst fully described in [Klo80],
where Aczel's original idea was extended with general pattern-matching as in rst-order TRSs.
In the present introduction we have given a more precise exposition than in [Klo80] of the
substitution mechanism that is involved, and we have also sketched a con uence proof (recently
obtained by [Raa93], but also present in the work of Nipkow and Takahashi) adapting Aczel's
original one to the present framework.
The phrase `higher-order' may need an explanation. It is meant as contrast to the usual
` rst-order' format of term rewriting. Here the word ` rst-order' has a precise meaning: terms
are rewritten that are from a rst-order language (one that features in rst-order predicate logic).
The phrase `higher-order' has a less de ned meaning. Yet we feel that it is the right terminology,
the more because our CRS format turns out to be quite close to and even in some sense coextensive with the Higher-order Rewrite Systems introduced by Nipkow. The word higher-order
has there a well-de ned meaning, as that framework employs variables and operators of higher
type, types being as in simply typed -calculus. See our previous section with a comparison.
Some confusion is likely to arise, in view of the wide-spread usage in the functional language
community of the term `higher-order' when one is dealing with an applicative system such as
CL, Combinatory Logic, the idea being there that operators need not to be provided with all
their intended arguments (CL can be viewed as having `varyadic' operators), so that an operator
with an incomplete list of arguments yields another operator, i.e. the rst operator is of `higher
order'. Usage of the term `higher-order' in this connection seems questionable to us, however,
because CL is nothing more than an ordinary rst-order term rewriting system! In view of the
comparison with the HRSs as in the previous section, showing the tight connection, we feel
quite con dent that the present higher-order rewrite format, whether it be in the actual form of
CRSs or that of HRSs, has hit upon a canonical framework. Both ways, CRSs and HRSs, have
advantages and disadvantages in their presentation: the substitution mechanism of HRSs may be
simpler, but presupposes knowledge of simply typed -calculus and long -normal forms; CRSrules can be written down without being concerned with the need for `meta-typing' them, but
have a more intricate substitution mechanism. Also, the distinction in CRSs between variables
x; y; z; : : : and metavariables Z; Z (x); : : :, as opposed to the uniform treatment in HRSs, may
be both viewed as an advantage (since they play di erent roles) and as a disadvantage (since it
proliferates the notion of variable). We will now mention some directions of research aiming to
enhance the applicability of CRSs that we are currently pursuing.
a Inclusion of commutative/associative operators. A very useful extension of the con uence
result for orthogonal CRSs will be to establish con uence in the presence of commutative/associative operators. Several axiomatisations arising in process algebra will pro t from
such an extension.
b Inclusion of free variable rules, as in -calculus. At present, we have required in a CRS reduction rule s ! t that t and s are closed meta-terms. That is, they may contain metavariables
of course, but not free variables. Actually, this is not forced upon us, and we may consider rules containing free variables. A proviso is necessary: free variables contained in the
right-hand side t must also occur in the left-hand side s. The importance of this extension
is that free variable rules occur in rewrite systems associated to -calculus. To maintain
orthogonality, and hence con uence, it must be required that in a system containing free
variable rules only variables can be substituted for these free variables. (This requirement is
met in -calculus.) As an example, consider -calculus extended with the free variable rule
xx ! I . By considering the reducts of (x:xx)M it is clear that con uence is lost.
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c Relaxing the orthogonality condition to weak orthogonality. This seems a dicult quesd
e
f
g
h
i

tion. However, when weak orthogonality is restricted so that critical pairs only arise from
`overlay's', i.e. by overlap at the root, then the proof as outlined in Section 13, is still valid.
Settling our claim that CRSs are more expressive than -TRSs. This will require a detailed
analysis, as indicated in Section 8 (`Proof idea').
Ground con uence vs con uence vs meta-con uence. Above, we only established con uence
for terms, not metaterms. A stronger con uence result can be obtained at once, however,
admitting metavariables; let's call this for the moment `meta-con uence'. For non-orthogonal
systems, the notions separate however.
Developing a model theory (semantics) for CRSs, cf. [Wol93, And86]. Whereas for rstorder TRSs there is a good model theory given by the usual notion of algebra, no analogous
concept is available when bound variables are present. For -calculus it is already nontrivial
to formulate suitable notions of model.
Describing some recently studied typed -calculi as CRSs; likewise for some recently proposed
calculi aiming to combine processes and -calculus, such as -calculus. More and more typed
-calculi are emerging at present; likewise for calculi such as -calculus. It will be pro table
to show that they are in fact CRSs. Then the uniform con uence proof can be applied.
Developing versions of CRSs with `explicit substitution', analogous to the -calculi for
-calculus [ACCL90].
As pointed out in [Nip93] there is a need to extend the notion of CRSs (and of HRSs) in
such a way that metavariables in left-hand sides of rewrite rules may require their arguments
to be instances of patterns. An example is:

F ([x]Z (cons(zero; x))) ! G([x]Z (x))
for constructors cons and zero. This rule strips away the head `zero' of a `cons' throughout
the instantiation of Z at appropriate places. At present such rules do not t in the scope of
CRSs, or HRSs.

A Extended examples
We conclude with four larger examples. The rst two are extensions of pure -calculus; the
second one is in fact a -TRS. The third one is a two-sorted labeled version of -calculus, and
the last example is a presentation of system F in the CRS format. All four are orthogonal CRSs.

A.1

-calculus with -rules of Church



This is an extension of -calculus with a constant  and a possibly in nite set of rules of the
form

M1 : : : Mn ! N
where the Mi (i = 1; : : : ; n) and N are closed terms and the Mi are moreover in -normal
form, i.e. contain no -redex and no subterm as in the left-hand side of a -rule. To ensure
non-overlapping there should moreover not be two left-hand sides of di erent -rules of the form
M1 : : : Mn and M1 : : : Mm, with m  n. (So every left-hand side of a -rule is a normal form
with respect to the other -rules.) Thus we obtain an orthogonal CRS.
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Figure 4

A.2

-calculus with pairing, de nition by cases, and iterator



From Aczel [Acz78]. Note that this is an example of a de nable extension of -calculus.

D0(DZ1Z2)
! Z1
D1(DZ2Z2)
! Z2
De nition by cases Rn Q1 Z1 : : : Zn ! Z1

Pairing

..
.

Iterator
Beta

Rn Qn Z1 : : : Zn
J 0Z1Z2
J (SZ0 )Z1Z2
(([x]Z (x)))Z 0

!
!
!
!

A.3 Levy's -calculus

Zn
Z2
Z1(JZ0Z1Z2)
Z (Z 0)

This is a labeled -calculus, called L, where the labels (`Levy-labels') keep track of much of
the history of a reduction. It is an extremely useful tool in giving precise de nitions of notions
such as descendants, equivalence of reductions etc. They were introduced in Levy [Lev75]; a
simpli ed version is in Klop [Klo80].
Levy-labels are unary-binary trees with end-nodes labeled by a; b; c; : : : (see the example).
More precisely, the set L of Levy-labels is generated from some atomic labels a; b; c; : : : by
concatenation and underlining, as follows.
(1) a; b; c; : : : 2 L (atomic labels)
(2) if ; 2 L, then 2 L (concatenation)
(3) if 2 L, then 2 L (underlining)
Terms of L are generated as follows:
(1) x; y; z; : : : 2 Terms(L)
(2) if M 2 Terms(L), then NM 2 Terms(L)
(3) if M 2 Terms(L) and 2 L, then M 2 Terms(L)
So labeled -terms may be partially labeled, or not at all. Labeled -reduction is de ned
by:
(x:Z (x)) Z 0 ! (Z (Z 0 ))
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Here we identify iterated labels with their concatenation: (M ) = M . The label in
the redex (x:Z (x)) Z 0 is called the degree of that redex. An important feature of L is that,
during a reduction, descendants of a redex keep the same degree, while created redexes have a
degree higher than that of the creator redex. (The height of a label is the height of the tree
corresponding to it, as suggested in the example of Figure 4.)
Example A.1 ((x:(xa z )b )c (y:yy )d)e ! ((y:yy )dca z )bce Note that the redex which is created

in the right-hand side of this step has indeed a higher degree (dca) than that of the creator redex
in the left-hand side (c).

Remark. The identi cation (M ) = M is here entirely innocent, but a closer look
reveals that this entails in fact a little nastiness, namely the introduction of an ambiguous rewrite
rule. Let us write lab(Z; ) for Z and conc( ; ) for . Then the identi cation amounts to
employing the rewrite rule

lab(lab(Z; ); ) ! lab(Z; conc( ; )),
which is self-overlapping: lab(lab(Z; ); ).
Yet we can present L as a (two-sorted) orthogonal CRS, without `cheating', by having
in nitely many labeled -rules, as follows:
(: : : ((x:Z (x)) 1 )::: )Z 0 ! (Z (Z 0 1::: )) 1:::
n

n

n

A.4 Second-order polymorphic -calculus

In this example we consider second-order polymorphic -calculus (or polymorphic typed calculus, or second order typed -calculus, or system F, or 2), based on the presentation in
[Gal90]. We will show that it is an orthogonal CRS when only -reduction (both for term
application and type application) is considered, and a weakly orthogonal CRS when also reduction (for terms and types) is taken into account. In the rst case we have immediately
con uence by invoking the con uence proof for orthogonal CRSs.
For treatments of second-order polymorphic -calculus, we refer to e.g. [Hue90] (several
articles in Chapter 2), [Bar92, Sce90, Gal90].
The basic intuition is as follows. In simply typed -calculus there is, e.g. an identity
function x : :x for each type . Polymorphic -calculus is an extension of typed -calculus
in the sense that type abstraction is possible, so that all the x : :x can be taken together to
form one second order identity function t:(x : t:x) which specializes to a particular identity
function after feeding it a type :
(t:(x : t:x)) ! x : :x
Here t is a type variable, and t is type abstraction, written with a big lambda to distinguish it
from abstraction on the object level, x. In the sequel we will employ a somewhat other syntax
than in this example.
Definition A.2 Var is a set of (term) variables x1 ; x2 ; : : :, usually written as x; y; z; : : :. Tvar

is a set of type variables t1; t2 ; : : :, usually written as t; s; : : :. B is a set of base types (ground
types). The set T of types is de ned inductively as follows:
a base types and type variables are types,
b if ;  2 T , then  !  2 T ,
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c if t 2 Tvar and  2 T , then 8t: 2 T .
De nitions of free and bound type variable occurrences and of closed type expressions are as
usual. Likewise notions of renaming bound type variables ( -conversion) are as usual. For a
precise treatment of these issues see [Gal90].
We assume the presence of a set S of constant symbols c, each with its own type, written
type(c), which is required to be a closed type.
As in [Gal90] we introduce `raw' terms, i.e. terms that are not yet subject to a typing
discipline.
Definition A.3 The set of polymorphic raw terms, P , is de ned as follows:

a
b
c
d
e

c 2 P , x 2 P  for all constants c 2 S and x 2 Var,
if M; N 2 P , then (MN ) 2 P ,
if x 2 Var,  2 T and M 2 P , then x : :M 2 P ,
if  2 T and M 2 P , then (M) 2 P ,
if t 2 Tvar and M 2 P , then (t:M ) 2 P .

We will now state the reduction rules on P  as in [Gal90]:
(x : :M )N ! M [x := N ] ( -reduction rule)
x : :Mx
! M
(-reduction rule)
(t:M )
! M [t :=  ] (type -reduction rule)
t:Mt
! M
(type -reduction rule)
Note that the raw terms are very raw indeed: not only are they not subject to the type
discipline that will be introduced below, also the sorts (terms versus types) are mixed up:
(x : :M ) as well as (t:M )N are raw terms.
Let us rewrite this in CRS format. As introduced above, CRSs are single-sorted, and we
wish to maintain that property. We therefore start with a set of proto-terms even more `raw'
than the ones above. Types and terms will be not distinguished, at rst.
Definition A.4 (Proto-terms for polymorphic second-order -calculus)

a The alphabet of proto-2 consists of:

- variables x; y; : : :,
- 0-ary and unary metavariables Z; Z (x); : : :,
- constants b; b0 ; : : : (called `base types'),
- constants c; c0 ; : : : (called `term constants'),
- binary function symbols !; :; @,
- unary function symbols ; ; 8,
- an abstraction operator [ ] .
b Terms and metaterms are de ned from this alphabet as usual for CRSs.
c The rewrite rules of proto-2 are:
@(([x] : (Z "; Z (x))); Z 0) ! Z (Z 0) ( -rule)
@(([x]Z (x)); Z 0)
! Z (Z 0) (type -rule)
([x] : (Z "; @(Z; x)))
! Z
(-rule)
([x]@(Z; x))
! Z
(type -rule)
Proto-2 with only the -rules is clearly an orthogonal CRS, hence con uent. With - and
-rules there is a harmful overlap causing non-con uence; see [Gal90]. Proto-2 is an extension of
pure -calculus, with respect to the set of terms, not rules. It contains many garbage terms, but
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also intended terms, coding the polymorphic terms we are aiming for. The term ([x] : (N; M ))
will stand for x : N:M ; the N here will later turn out to be of sort `type'.
We will now describe how the set of proto-terms (i.e. terms of proto-2) is restricted to
the set of polymorphically typable terms as intended. We note that in taking this restricted
subset, we are free to use every device: the format of CRSs has no bearing on that. We start
with singling out a subset of the proto-terms called `types'. These are de ned as follows:
a variables x; y; z; : : : are types,
b base types b; b0 ; : : : are types,
c if ;  are types, then ( !  ) is a type,
d if x is a variable and  a type, then 8([x]) is a type.
Only the rst clause needs comment. All variables are called types, because we do not
distinguish type variables versus term variables, as we wish to stay in a single-sorted framework.
This will not cause problems: type- and term variables can be used interchangeably, it is their
relative position that will determine what they actually are in a term.
A type assignment is a nite set of the form

x1 : 1; : : : ; xn : n
where the xi are pairwise di erent variables, and the j are types not containing any of the xi
freely. (In order not to confuse the roles of the xi as term variables and of the variables free
in some j as type variables.) We also suppose that a xed assignment of closed types to the
constants c; c0 ; : : : is given; notation: type(c), etc.
A typing judgement is an expression of the form
.M : 
where  is a type assignment,  a type, and M a proto-term. Typing judgements are derived
by the following proof system.

Axioms

 . c : type(c)
; x :  . x : 

Inference rules

.M :  !  .N : 
 . @(M; N ) : 
; x :  . M : 
 . ([x] : (; M )) :  ! 
 . M : 8([t](t))
 . @(M;  ) : ( )
.M : 
 . ([t]M ) : 8([t])
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In the last inference rule there is the following proviso: if  contains a x :  such that x
is free in M and  is free in , then the rule may not be applied.
If a typing judgement  . M :  can be derived using this inference system, we write

`.M :
and say that M type-checks with type  under type-assignment . A proto-term M is called
typable if there are ,  such that `  . M : . We now restrict the set of proto-terms to
the set of typable proto-terms, and we claim that (with the same rewrite rules as above) this
yields a sub-CRS of proto-2. The statement of this claim is known as the subject-reduction
property. This is Lemma 5.2 in [Gal90], although here for a larger set of proto-terms than the
raw terms there; the proof is according to [Gal90] tedious but not dicult. The sub-CRS of
typable proto-terms is the intended one: polymorphic second-order -calculus. With only the
-rules it is orthogonal, with - and -rules it is weakly orthogonal.
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